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Changing Consumer Behavior: 
Technology Can Help

On a global scale, consumer needs and desires are shifting. Today’s health 
conscious consumers continually seek the new and the different, while 
prioritizing taste and nutritional value. As a food manufacturer, you need to 

get new, high-quality and high-variety products through your facility quickly while 
keeping prices low and food safer. 

Manufacturers are looking for innovative ways to deliver mass customization of 
consumer packaged goods (CPGs). They are challenged to deliver future-proof 
designs that optimize changeover today – and ramp up rapidly for new SKUs not yet 
imagined. Increasingly personalized products and customized delivery are expected 
as standard, and producers and machine builders alike have to deliver. 

Thankfully recent advances in automation technologies can help. For example, 
integrated robotics technology can bring a tremendous flexibility to designing and 
operating your machines. It can improve machine performance and reduce your 
maintenance costs while you enjoy manufacturing flexibility. 

Manufacturers are craving a new level of productivity and flexibility so they no longer 
have to modify and retrofit their plants for each change in consumer behavior. 
Independent cart technology (ICT) answers the call for a better way to manage the 
high-mix and agile packaging needs of the future. 

This issue of Automation Today delves into changing consumer behaviors and how 
these are impacting both CPG manufacturers and machine builders. It focuses on 
how advances in technology can help producers meet the rising consumer demand 
for specialized products.

It features top of mind industry topics including: Integrated Robotics and 
Advanced Motion Control; Packaging for the Future; and Made-to-Order 
Consumer Packaged Goods Made Easy. This issue also includes the latest 
products and technologies, customer case studies that demonstrate how we help 
customers address their application challenges and recent company news and 
events.  
 
I hope you enjoy this issue of Automation Today and that it reveals how there is a 
smarter way to meet your manufacturing needs of today and tomorrow. A timely 
message as we wind up 2019 and look to welcome the new year. 

Wishing you a happy holiday and looking forward to a productive and prosperous 
2020!
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NEWS &  EVENTS

Company improves position on both axes compared to 
the previous report 

Rockwell Automation announced its recognition as a Leader 
in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Manufacturing Execution 
Systems (MES) for the second consecutive year. Since the 2018 
report, Rockwell Automation improved its position in the Leaders 
quadrant in both its ability to execute and completeness of vision. 
The report evaluated 16 vendors across criteria spanning 15 
different elements.

“We believe that Rockwell Automation’s recognition as a Leader for 
our MES solution in this year’s Gartner Magic Quadrant validates 
our vision and innovation for supporting digital transformation 
in the industrial sector,” said John Genovesi, SVP of Enterprise 
Accounts & Software at Rockwell Automation. “As a company, 

we are highly focused on supporting our customers’ diverse 
digital journeys, enhancing how they leverage operational data 
to empower their teams and transform factory floors into highly 
optimized and scalable production management environments. 
We’re very pleased to receive this recognition and hear the positive 
statements from our vast global customer base.”

FactoryTalk InnovationSuite was launched to accelerate the fast-
growing Industrial digital transformation market, offering MES/
MOM, analytics, IoT, augmented reality and AI in an integrated, 
modular fashion.

Learn more about the Rockwell Automation position as a Leader 
in the 2019 Magic Quadrant for Manufacturing Execution Systems 
here.
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Rockwell Automation and Accenture Industry X.0 Combine Forces to 
Create Digital Solutions for Industrial Clients

Rockwell Automation and Accenture’s Industry X.0 
announced plans to team up to develop a digital offering 
to help industrial  clients move beyond existing 

manufacturing solutions to transform their entire connected 
enterprise. 

The engagement is designed to capitalize on the expertise of both 
companies to deliver new capabilities for greater industrial supply 
chain optimization. By providing customers with a single, trusted 
provider of digital solutions, the collaboration will enable clients to 
more effectively leverage the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and 
ultimately drive measurable growth outcomes. 

Encouraged by initial industry feedback to these types of digital 
offerings, the two companies have begun working together 
to develop solutions and services that create value along the 
industrial value chain. To date, the collaboration has yielded, 
among other early-stage successes, a prototype for supply chain 
management designed to deliver supplier cost optimization and 
an improved ability to track the exact movements of products 
– two particularly important areas of investment for industrial 
companies seeking growth. 

“Our customers are looking for measurable business outcomes 
when they invest in our software, products, and solutions. 
Together with Accenture, we will be able to help industrial 

companies quantify the financial benefits of their investment 
and to capture this value at speed and scale,” said Blake Moret, 
Rockwell Automation Chairman and CEO. “By teaming up, we 
reduce complexity, reduce risk, and achieve better results with 
comprehensive enterprise-wide expertise.” 

Rockwell Automation will provide leading industrial automation 
technology and domain expertise, including FactoryTalk 
InnovationSuite IIoT software, and analytics solutions. It will also 
bring network services, operational technology security, and 
application development, installation, integration and support. 

Accenture will provide enterprise business and technical 
capabilities, including consulting, analytics, application 
development, systems integration, change management and 
support. 

“Industrial companies that want to grow need faster and more 
efficient production and operations processes. These processes 
also need to allow them to develop new 
types of products and services,” said Mike Sutcliff, group chief 
executive of Accenture Digital. “Our collaboration with Rockwell 
Automation will offer digital solutions and services that will 
go a long way in helping our clients achieve this enterprise 
transformation.”

Rockwell Automation Named a Leader in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for 
Manufacturing Execution Systems for the Second Consecutive Year
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New Strategic Partnerships 
announced at Automation Fair 
2019 as Rockwell Automation 
launches Digital Partnership 
Program

R e c o r d  a t t e n d a n c e  c e l e b r a t e d  a t  R o c k w e l l 
A u t o m a t i o n’s  2 7 t h  a n n u a l  A u t o m a t i o n  Fa i r, 
championing leading innovations and solutions to 

bring The Connected Enterprise to life

Rockwell Automation, Inc. (NYSE: ROK) unveiled its Digital 
Partner Program to delegates at Automation Fair 2019, hosted 
jointly with members of its PartnerNetwork, on 19-20 November 
in Chicago, Illinois. The industry leading Partner Program will 
streamline Rockwell Automation’s customer offering, elevating 
its digital expertise and transformation capabilities. 

The new program is strengthened by collaborations with new 
partners announced at Automation Fair including Accenture, 
ANSYS and EPLAN, as well as enhancing the existing strategic 
alliances with Microsoft, and PTC. The collaborative approach of 
the Digital Partner Program enables clients to more effectively 
leverage the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT ) and drive 
measurable growth outcomes for their businesses.

Through the Program, businesses can consult with industry 
advisors to create roadmaps for their digital initiatives and learn 
how industrial IoT concepts like digital twin, the factory of the 
future and a connected workforce can improve their uptime and 
efficiency. During implementation, businesses will have access 
to integrated hardware, software and turnkey systems from 
industry leaders that improve business performance leveraging 
their existing assets.

“Seamlessly connecting all levels of a business and turning raw 
data into powerful insights happens when devices are integrated 
and data is standardized,” said Blake Moret, CEO and chairman of 
Rockwell Automation. “No one vendor can do this alone. Instead, 
companies need an ecosystem of proven partners with the right 
mix of expertise and technologies to expand what’s humanly 
possible. We’re proud to expand our work with existing strategic 
alliance partners like Microsoft and PTC, and add new partners 
like Accenture, ANSYS, and EPLAN in this effort.”

The event also celebrated record breaking attendance from 
industry stakeholders, coming together to collaborate, network 
and learn about the latest innovations in industry automation. 
Across the two-day event, over 19,000 makers, builders and 
innovators came together from across the globe to hear about 
the latest technological developments and discuss industry 
trends impacting today’s manufacturing climate such as 
digitization, cybersecurity, the skills gap, and STEM.

In addition, to launching the Digital Partner Program, Rockwell 
Automation reflected on a string of recent announcements, 
including the acquisition of Indian integrator, MESTECH.

Joe Sousa, president, Asia Pacific, Rockwell Automation, 
commented: “Expanding human possibility is the driving force of 
Rockwell Automation, and that is reflected in the investments we 
make and the partners we collaborate with. We have unrivalled 
relationships with our partners and are always exploring 
opportunities to expand our work together, as well as add new 
partners to our ecosystem. Unlocking potential and productivity 
through automated and connected innovation is what we do, 
but by combining the technology and expertise of multiple 
stakeholders we can accelerate this process for our customers.

Particularly in a region as diverse as Asia Pacific, our partners are 
integral to our ability to create the most efficient and productive 
solutions for our customers. While we have partnered with 
MESTECH for a long time, our recent acquisition of the business 
further expands our capabilities. We have ambitious plans for 
2020 in Asia Pacific and the acquisition of MESTECH brings 
new expertise to the table, reaching even more customers and 
bringing solutions to life even faster.”

The Digital Partner Program is part of the Rockwell Automation 
PartnerNetwork program.

Event City/Country Date

Digital Transformation Forum Pune, India 8 Jan 2020  

Digital Transformation Forum Bengaluru, India 22 Jan 2020 

Digital Transformation Forum and 
Launch of Customer Experience 
Center

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 12 Feb 2020

Digital Transformation Forum Vadodara, India 13 Feb 2020

Rockwell Automation on the Move Auckland, New Zealand 3-4 Mar 2020

IIoT Forum for Chemical MaiLiao, Taiwan Mar 2020

* Each event is subject to change
For more details, visit : 
www.rockwellautomation.com/global/events/events.page

AP Customer Events Calendar



Information is power and now more than ever, health-
conscious consumers have access to nutritional 
information at their fingertips. The demand for various 

healthy, fast and convenient foods is on the rise. To satisfy 
consumer demand, machine builders and manufacturers need to 
invest in technologies to enable the factory of the future

It is no secret that machine builders today are under significant 
pressure to deliver equipment that can meet the demands of 
flexible manufacturing. In today’s made-to-order world, consumers 
are challenging the status quo by demanding a multitude of variety 
in the flavors, packaging sizes, and multi-pack offerings of their 
favorite packaged goods. 

Consumer packaged goods (CPG) manufacturers are challenged to 
deliver future-proof designs that optimize changeover today – and 
ramp up rapidly for new SKUs not yet imagined.

Until recently, machine builders had little choice regarding how 
they delivered equipment to the factory floor. Typically, any CPG 
manufacturing or packaging application comprised of a series of 
standalone machines that were integrated to complete the line. 
That legacy remains on many plant floors today.

These lines are characterized by static mechanical parts, friction-
based conveyance, and a plethora of disparate, ancillary equipment. 
Therefore, while they may achieve impressive throughput running 
uniform product based on fixed variables, machine flexibility 
is often compromised. Complex mechanical adjustments and 
equipment synchronization takes time and time is at a premium on 

any plant floor – especially when a product launch is at stake.

Advancing technologies 
Thankfully, there is a better way. With advances in technology, OEMs 
now have a better way to meet the demands of manufacturers for 
more flexibility. Specifically, three key mechatronics technologies 
are changing the equation for OEMs and the customers they serve.   

Firstly, robotics is finding its way into more CPG applications than 
ever before. Robots are intrinsically flexible, thanks to their ability 
to operate fully in three dimensions, determine appropriate paths 
without mechanical rerouting – and address infinitely variable 
product shapes and sizes. 

Secondly, linear motor technology – and notably, independent cart 
technology (ICT) – boost machine response to a diverse product 
mix. Unlike conventional conveyance that advances product on a 
preconfigured path at fixed speed, ICT intelligently moves products 
as operations are completed. 

And finally, automated changeover – which minimizes the need 
for manual intervention and facilitates machine setup for a new 
product or packaging configuration from the operator interface. 
New servo drive functionality is making this option even more 
cost-effective.

Advances in motion control technologies can help manufacturers 
meet consumer demand for more product variety and packaging 
sizes. Rockwell Automation recently introduced a new Kinetix 
5100 servo drive, Kinetix TLP motor and cable that can function as 

COVER  STORY

Integrated Robotics 
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a system without a controller – a more cost-effective option for 
OEMs building smaller machines.

The new Allen-Bradley Kinetix 5100 servo drive can be used 
with a Micro800 controller, a Logix controller or even by itself, 
allowing OEMs to choose how the product best functions in their 
applications.

This drive system can also help OEMs make customers more 
productive. With the explosion of SKUs, manufacturers are faced 
with multiple changeovers, which are often a manual process. 
Using the Kinetix 5100 servo drive, 
OEMs can create a motorized, or 
automated, system that can help 
speed up changeovers.

Featuring built-in Safe Torque Off, 
users can remove motor torque 
without removing power from an 
entire machine, allowing a machine to restart faster after it has 
reached a safe state. Dual-port EtherNet/IP also supports Device 
Level Ring topologies.

In addition to enabling more machine flexibility, advanced 
technologies also allow OEMs to do more with less equipment 
and less space. In fact, more machine builders are delivering 
compact solutions that combine once distinct operations, like 
filling and cartoning, into a unified offering.

Integrated robotics 
Integrated robotics is more than just the latest buzzword – it is 

defined as the single line or cell controller controlling the robot, 
which can reduce the need for the dedicated robot controller and 
associated hardware components such as servo motors, drives, 
teach pendant and I/O. In this way, a single controller can be used 
to control multiple robots and it can be simplifying integration 
and increasing operational efficiency. 

A recent study by Mordor Intelligence has shown that the 
industrial robots market has witnessed a huge demand over 
the past decade, owing to the rising adoption of smart factory 
systems, of which robots play a vital part. It estimates that the 
global smart factory market is expected to reach USD 388.68 
billion by 2024, which provides insights on the scope of the 
adoption of industrial robots for automation across end-user 
industries.

To meet the needs of  f lexible “high mix,  low volume” 
production environments, more OEMs are moving away from 
fixed mechanical systems and developing innovative ways 
to incorporate robotic technology and advanced motion 
technology. For OEMs, the critical question is not only which 
technologies are most appropriate for the application, but also 
how to best integrate those technologies into the machine and 
plant architecture. 

Not so long ago, machine builders had little choice. Advanced 
technologies sourced from third-party suppliers typically came 
equipped with proprietary control systems. As a result, machine 
coordination relied on the challenging integration of multiple 
disparate systems. For the OEM, this scenario adds complexity at 
every stage of a machine’s lifecycle.
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'The global smart 
factory market is 
expected to reach 
USD 388.68 billion 
by 2024'
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Design efficiency is difficult to achieve and customer support 
is more challenging when staff must master multiple systems. 
Performance gains may be elusive when communication lags 
and synchronization stands in the way. Thankfully, advances in 
programmable safety controllers (PACs) have removed the hurdles. 
Enhanced processor speeds together with performance now 
available in the latest PACs means that machine builders can take a 
unified approach to machine control.  Advanced technologies like 
robotics, ICT and automated changeover systems can now run on 
the standard PACs that run the rest of the machine.

One system solution
Unified machine control allows OEMs to more easily integrate, 
control and coordinate advanced technologies. It also simplifies 
machine operation and maintenance for the end user, who must 
only understand and support one system.

A machine built on a unified control platform also provides one 
unified source of information generated by that machine – and 
places OEMs in a much better position to deliver that information 
in a meaningful way. Unified machine control provides an excellent 
foundation for visualization, reporting and analytics solutions to 
help monitor the key factors affecting performance, efficiency and 
quality. It enables OEMs to create smarter equipment that more 
easily integrates into a facility – and provides access to information 
that allows end users to better respond to changing market 
demands.

Packaging OEM takes advantage of a unified 
control platform
Located just outside Toronto, in Brampton, Ontario, AFA Systems is 
a leading provider of engineered packaging automation systems 
worldwide. The company’s portfolio extends from robotics, 
cartoners and case erectors to case packers and palletizers. 

Recently, AFA Systems was approached by a customer in China 
seeking a high-speed packaging solution for a new nutraceutical 
product. The company planned to sell the liquid elixir in small 100 
milliliter bottles, packaged 50 to a carton. In addition, the customer 
required a wraparound carton with a perforation that could serve 
as a tray for the consumer, once the flap was opened. Packaging 
specifications also included the insertion of five packs of 10 
drinking straws in each carton.

“This carton design enables the customer to meet two marketing 
initiatives,” explained Eric Langen, sales and marketing manager, 
AFA Systems. “The carton can serve as a retail-ready package for 
the sale of individual products or a convenient storage device for 
consumers purchasing a full carton of product.”

To meet customer requirements, AFA Systems designed a new 
machine assembly, a heavy-duty, intermittent motion autoload 
cartoner for bottling or vial lines. Built on a monobloc frame, the 
machine completes all operations within 30 square feet – about 
half the space typically required for a conventional multi-machine 
solution. The machine runs 1200 bottles per minute.

The complex system includes six AFA Systems robots. After filling, 
capping and labeling, the bottles are laid on their sides and enter 
the machine through two infeeds. The bottles are transported to 
two gantry robots via a pocket conveyor. The gantry robots pick 
ten bottles each – 20 bottles total each cycle – from the pocket 
conveyor. The robots place the bottles into a plastic tray, which 
holds 50 bottles. Once the tray is filled, a third gantry robot pushes 
the tray into a carton, which has been erected by another gantry 
robot. The carton advances to the straw packing stations.

Simultaneously, a singulator conveyor stages drinking straw 
packets single file for two delta robots. The robots pick the straw 
packets and place them on a staging plate, where they are rotated 
on edge and end-loaded into the carton between the rows of 
bottles. The carton is sealed and discharged from the machine. 
“This is an extremely complicated application,” said Langen. 
“However, we were able to simplify training, operation and 
maintenance for our customer by using just one control platform 
for all machine operations. A separate robotic platform is not 
required.”

The machine is based on a Rockwell Automation control platform 
featuring two Allen-Bradley ControlLogix processors and 22 
Allen-Bradley Kinetix servo drives. Allen-Bradley PowerFlex 525 
drives run the conveyors. The system is integrated on an EtherNet/
IP network and monitored on an Allen-Bradley PanelView graphic 
interface.

This unified control platform provided the capability for this OEM 
to deliver a solution that: Reduces footprint by 50 percent with 
common frame for multiple applications; achieves high-speed 
operation of 1200 bottles per minute and; eases maintenance with 
a common control platform for all applications, including robotics.

The robotics revolution
Once upon a time, robots were something from a scene of a 
science fiction movie – a futuristic figment of our imagination. 
Fast forward to today, robots are an essential part of our day to 
day life. As product SKUs continue to increase, manufacturing 
equipment must simply be more agile to accommodate more 
product variations – faster than ever before. 

COVER  STORY



Machine builders certainly recognize the advantages of robotics and 
the manufacturing demand for it. The future looks to be promising. 
With the help of integrated robotics, it does not look as daunting to 
meet consumer demand for variety in the flavors, packaging sizes 
and multi-pack offerings of their favorite packaged goods as it once 
was. 

Furthermore, thanks to the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), robots 
can now provide real-time information to help make business 
decisions. With cloud connectivity, robots can be monitored, 
managed, and maintained remotely. This has made it possible for 
suppliers to support a Robotics as-a-Service (RaaS) model. 

In fact, Global Data recently released a Thematic Scorecard for the 
industrial automation sector, naming IBM, Rockwell Automation, and 

Google among the leading industrial 
a u t o m a t i o n  c o m p a n i e s  i n  t h e 
Robotics-as-a-Service (RaaS) theme. 
As robotic technologies continue 
to advance, RaaS helps companies 
improve productivity by monitoring 
the health of key components and 
reducing unplanned downtime. 

End users are moving to a Connected 
E n t e r p r i s e ,  b r i n g i n g  t o g e t h e r 

Information Technology (IT) and Operations Technology (OT) systems 
into one network architecture. Smart machines and equipment 
provide real time access to data, greater connectivity, and robust 
security.

Whether you are a machine builder or end user, integrated robotics 
delivers unprecedented flexibility and agility – a key ingredient to 
position you and your customers for greater success.  
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'Smar t machines 
a n d  e q u i p m e n t 
p r o v i d e  r e a l 
t i m e  a c c e s s  t o 
d a t a ,  g r e a t e r 
connectivity, and 
robust security'

3V is the global leader of new energy automation solutions at Electrical 
vehicle battery cooling; PTC; High pressure water pump; energy storage; 
battery process development; cooler; chiller automation development.

more information :  www.3vgroups.com

We are now providing customized 
product and solution all over the 
world.  3V Germany; China; U.S and 
Mexico benefits our client right from 
the earliest stage with our expertise 
and comprehensive knowledge.
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CASE  STUDY

Smart Engineering Saves Space 
and Time 

From reducing machine manufacturing time to developing solutions for tight spaces – 
smart engineering can help 

As a global leader in providing packaging solutions in the 
food and pharmaceutical segment, Bosch Packaging, Goa, 
India supplies horizontal form fill and seal machines 

primarily to the bakery and confectionery industries. The company 
plans to gratify the omnipresent and ever-growing demands from 
the Indian packaging market through Bosch Packaging’s Goa facility 
with its fully equipped R&D facility, engineering and after-sale 
support, and sophisticated assembly shop floor to build machines 
with advanced technology. 

The designing of customized projects poses the distinct challenge 
of containing a common engineering component which can be 
reutilised in other similar projects. This is a challenge that engineers 
at Bosch Packaging in Goa, India are all too familiar with. 

Often, for their customized line solutions, Bosch Packaging is 
required to design a Product Distribution System (PDS) to feed 
product into down-stream wrapper lines. The time required to 
engineer these systems is a significant factor impacting project 
delivery schedules. The biggest challenge is to have a common 
engineered solution that can be re-used for various similar projects.

The challenges imposed due to the variability of customized 
project demands include:
1. Variation in line speed
2. Variation in total number of downstream flow wraps 

3. Variation in each of flow wrap speed and dynamics of  
flow wrap

4. Protection of IP while automation applied to PDS solution

Bosch Packaging, Goa, India found that while the engineering time 
spent for each project was huge, maintaining consistency in the 
application code over various projects was also a challenge, and 
thereby impacted maintainability.

Another area of concern was the high installation time. This 
drawback occurred due to the limitation of handling data over 
higher number of nodes (drives) which existed in the MODBUS 
communication network.

Reducing Packaging Machine Manufacturing 
Time
For one of their customized line solutions, Bosch Packaging, Goa, 
India worked with Rockwell Automation to deliver the automation 
system. Application experts from Rockwell Automation carried 
out detailed discussions and in-depth analyses with the aid of 
the efficient engineering team of Bosch Packaging. This yielded 
irrefutably positive results: it revealed the challenges faced in 
building a PDS and led to a broad definition of a system that Bosch 
Packaging, Goa, India wished to achieve.
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CASE  STUDY

The KPIs of the control system for PDS are listed below:

1. To engineer a configurable solution considering variability and 
functionality of the following: Main conveyor line speed and 
number of wrapper lines down the line; Downstream wrapper 
line speeds and interruptions; Creating a stand-by at wrapper 
line and; Scalability of architecture, based on line speed (VFD-
based or motion based).

2. To encapsulate application code in a template including; 
Creating an application library, with section wise control, 
where machine builders can configure the code by using 
key selections; Adopting a modular code structure, to ensure 
code re-usability, while addressing various custom variants 
and; Creating application specific function blocks (add-on 
instructions) 

3. To ensure IP protection of application code by using different 
levels of protection in Studio 5000 Logix Designer.

4. To adopt a strong communication network (Ethernet/IP) to 
leverage the benefits and lay the foundation for the future: 
Ethernet/IP is an industry standard and a popular choice across 
industries.

To achieve the defined objectives, Rockwell Automation proposed 
a solution based on: CompactLogix L3 controllers; PowerFlex 525 
AC Drives, with an embedded Ethernet/IP port and Safe Torque-Off; 
POINT I/O family of Distributed IOs and Stratix Ethernet switches.

As a result of the solution, Bosch Packaging, Goa, India reduced their 
engineering time by 50 percent on average to deliver similar projects, 
as well as greatly simplifying their architecture. Furthermore, the 
company’s latest solutions now help to position themselves better 
for the future, enabling them to deliver The Connected Enterprise.

Saving Space and Improving Productivity

Smart engineering can also help save space and improve 
performance for manufacturers with limited space in many diverse 
industries, including automotive and tire, textile and consumer 
packaged goods. Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems (ASRS) 
and stationary racking for production and warehousing are effective 
solutions for tight spaces. 

An OEM based in India specializes in these systems and has 
developed an effective vertical storage system with tray extractor 
arrangements operated by a console. With the space constraints 
in urban areas and facilities, the vertical storage system improves 
storage ratios and has substantial applications across various 
industries.

With this application: Trays are stacked in racks which can move up 
to two floors (24 meters); An operator keys in the tray number to 
be retrieved and the retrieval system moves to the respective rack 
number and retrieves the tray; Once retrieved, the tray is brought 
down and moved on to the table for operator to pick the parts from 
bins; When the operator wants to pick another tray, the retrieval 
system puts the first tray back in designated spot, and retrieves the 
next tray.

Whenever items have to be stored with effective usage of space 
and retrieved quickly, the vertical storage system provides the 
optimal, efficient solution: It offers up to 80 percent faster retrieval 
times than normal shelving; allows for smooth movement of trays 
for sorting fragile products; features adjustable tray positioning in 
access opening for ergonomic loading and unloading; and reduces 
personnel costs by reducing picking time.

The solution includes: the 1769 CompactLogix L3x controllers; the 
1734 POINT I/O; PowerFlex 525 AC with embedded EtherNet/IP 
communications, USB programming, and standard safety features; 
PowerFlex 525 AC; and PanelView Plus 7 graphic terminals.
 
Resulting in improved performance and lead time while also 
optimizing retrieval time for endusers – the system also offers the 
right level of global service and support by Rockwell Automation to 
improve customer satisfaction through lifecycle support.   
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New Technology Feeds Pet 
Food Demand

Pet owners are constantly assessing 
the many food choices available to 
feed their furry friends. Prepared pet 

foods are becoming an increasingly popular 
choice, offering a wide variety of food types 
and flavours while meeting nutritional 
requirements.

With a growing reputation for providing 
safe, consistent and nutritious pet food, 
the Australian pet food industry is valued 
at approximately 1.6 billion dollars with 
opportunities growing within both Australian 
and export markets.

Cool Off is the pet food raw material 
manufacturing division of Staughton 
Group, which is an Australian, family owned 
company with manufacturing facilities 
in Walget, New South Wales, St George 
in Queensland and with the head office 
and main manufacturing plant located in 
Howlong in southern NSW.

Staughton Group oversees the manufacture 
of bulk raw materials for the pet food industry 
as well as retail pet foods and supplements 
for domestic and export sales. Staughton 
Group also sources and processes wild game 
proteins through its recently acquired Wild 
Game Resources Australia.  

Offering unique access to Australian raw 
materials for pet food manufacture, Cool 
Off delivers high quality products including: 
Lamb Mechanically De-boned Meat (MDM), 
plate frozen offals, boutique meat meals and 
natural dried treats – sourcing its red meat 
offal raw material from over 30 abattoirs 
across Australia, processing over 150 tonnes 
of raw material per day.

As market opportunities continued to 
grow, Cool Off designed innovative new 
technology to help meet this increasing 
consumer demand.

P a t e n t e d  p l a t e  f r e e z i n g 
technology
Cool Off is a company at the forefront 
of technology and innovation. To help 
maintain a high quality product, the 
company developed a unique offa l 
collection process that involves installation 
of a customised collection and chilling unit 
onsite at the abattoir. This enables Cool 
Off to control all aspects of quality from 
the onset, providing a dedicated focus 
on quality of the pet food products, with 
minimal abattoir labour input. This system 
is currently installed at over 30 Australian 
abattoirs.

Once the offal is processed, it is pumped 
into large plate freezers, with the capacity 
to hold 2000 kg of product, and frozen 
at -20 degrees Celsius. The product is 
then unloaded and palletised for delivery 
to pet food manufacturers. In the past, 
this was a labour intensive process that 
required manual handling by operators. 
To increase throughput and limit manual 
handling requirements, Cool Off together 
with VK Logic designed a new automated 
plate freezing system. VK Logic has a 
longstanding relationship with Cool Off, 
resulting in a detailed understanding of the 
plate freezing process. Justin Van Klaveren, 
managing director at VK Logic explained 
that in order to meet increasing customer 
supply contracts, Cool Off undertook some 
expansion work at the plant that included 
building works and new freezer panel 
rooms.

“There wasn’t a simple, automated unload 
process for the large plate freezers so 
together with Cool Off, we placed an 
arrangement of pneumatically actuated 
panels and built plate freezer apparatus to 
utilise the existing infrastructure to release 
each block one by one down the plate 
onto a common conveyor belt, eliminating 

the requirement for manual handling,” said 
Justin.

“Given that margins for pet food are not 
near margins for human consumption, the 
opportunity for automation becomes more 
and more important,” Justin added.

Integrated automation 
Combining integrated control and safety, 
the Allen-Bradley GuardLogix was selected 
as the most appropriate choice for this 
application. The Rockwell Automation 
Integrated Architecture system, including 
PowerFlex 527 drives with safety over 
Ethernet, offers an innovative, modular 
design to support fast and easy installation 
and conf igurat ion .  These  compac t 
drives also offer embedded EtherNet/
IP™ communications and standard safety 
features.

The Allen-Bradley Kinetix Servo drives 
provided advanced motion control for the 
system and the capability to standardise on 
a single communications network for easier 
commissioning, configuration and start 
up. FactoryTalk View SE human machine 
interface (HMI) was used to monitor and 
control the plant. To help with remote 
assistance and maintenance, VK Logic has 
VPN access to the site.

“ We saw an opportunity in terms of 
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Using the latest patented technology to supply Australian pet food ingredients to the world

Cool Off’s patented plate freezing technology 
was the product of intelligent engineering and 
problem solving
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that single platform with safety over 
Ethernet. The PowerFlex drives provided 
an integrated solution with motion, 
drives and safety all on the one common 
platform. This helped reduce engineering 
t i m e  a n d  o n g o i n g  m a i n t e n a n c e 
requirements,” explained Justin.

R o c k we l l  Au to m a t i o n  Au th o r i s e d 
Distributor, NHP Electrical Engineering 
( N H P ) ,  s u p p o r te d  t h i s  p ro j e c t  by 
ident i fy ing  the  most  appropr ia te 
equipment to meet the application 
requirements.  According to Jason 
Campbel l ,  bus iness  de ve lopment 
-  Automat ion  a t  NHP,  “ There’s  no 
technology that rivals this new patented 
system. The solution allowed Cool Off to 
increase throughput, reduce downtime 
and redeploy operators that were doing 
manual labour.”

Meeting consumer demand
Cool Off ’s  patented plate freezing 
technology was the product of intelligent 
engineering and problem solving – 

resulting in an increase in plate freezing 
capacity by 120 percent. The technology 
and innovation around the plate freezer 
design was developed together with 
VK Logic, a business with a growing 
reputation for ‘out of box’ thinking for large 
and small projects alike.

The plant is in operation 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week as there is significant 
demand for the product. With consumer 
demand continually increasing, Cool Off 
was recently awarded a government grant 
to double capacity of the plant.

Edward Staughton, managing director of 
Cool Off and Staughton Group, highlights 
the significant advantages the company 
enjoys over international and domestic 
competitors via its technology: “The quality 
and freshness of red meat offal products 
collected from supplying abattoirs and 
delivered daily to Cool Off at Howlong 
is guaranteed via the unique chilling 
system installed at supplying abattoirs.  
This patented system was developed by 

Cool Off and VK Logic, using experience 
gained over 20 years of collecting offals 
from abattoirs located throughout Eastern 
Australia.  The system ensures all product 
from abattoirs in Queensland, New South 
Wales, Victoria and South Australia can 
be delivered in any season over long 
distances and maintain its freshness.”   

  
The Rockwell Automation Integrated 
Architecture system offers an innovative, 
modular design to support fast and easy 
installation and configuration

Some of the issues faced by companies 

which melt product in the chocolate 

and bar industry today are; Footprint, 

Changeover Times, Washdown Times 

and Melt Rates.

Benefits of PTL Continuous Melter
•  Require less power than the traditional kettle/tank system as product is melted as required.
•  Smaller footprint than the traditional kettle/tank system.
•  No additional capital investment required for multiple coatings.
•  Product in PTL Melters can be used immediately as there is no requirement to wait 

for all product to be molten.
•  PTL’s Single Head Melters are portable.
•  Designed to very hygienic standards which comply with GMA machine design guidelines.
•  Reduced pipe work and can be located directly next to use equipment

PTL Continuous Melters
Traditional Kettles / Tanks

BATCH OPERATION - LARGE FOOTPRINT - COMPLEX PIPEWORK
CONTINUOUS OPERATION - SMALL FOOTPRINT - SIMPLE 

PIPEWORK - ENERGY & CLEANING TIME REDUCTION

COMPARISON
Melters

PROCESS

MILK / WHITE / DARK

PROCESS

DARKWHITEMILK

more information :         
l       linkedin.com/company/ptl-production-techniques-ltd-



Agile Robotics Makes for 
Perfect Packaging

Solving your robotics integration challenges can help streamline your production line 
and get the best value for your robotics and automation investments

Can you imagine your robots 
integrated with the control system 
running your plants and facilities? 
Integrated Robotics is defined as the 

single line or cell controller controlling the 
robot, which can reduce the need for the 
dedicated robot controller and associated 
hardware components such as servo 
motors, drives, teach pendant and I/O.

Integrated robotics technology can bring 
a tremendous flexibility to designing and 
operating your machines. In this way, a 
single controller can be used to control 
multiple robots and it can be simplifying 
integration and increasing operational 
efficiency.

Integrated robot controls can improve 
machine performance and reduce your 
maintenance costs while you enjoy the key 
benefits including manufacturing flexibility 
and improved performance. In fact, a 
historic bakery recently commissioned a 
flexible packing line with agile robotics. The 
result: More flexibility while maintaining 
product quality.

Quality Italian Cakes
Maintaining food quality is essential 
for manufacturers. For Italian company 
Galbusera, formed in 1938 in Morbegno, in 
Valtellina, the quality of its baked products 
— biscuits, snacks and crackers — has 
always been a priority. In 2014, Galbusera 
acquired Tre Marie, a Milan-based brand 
that produces I tal ian panettoni and 
colombe, and planned to modernize its 
manufacturing lines. Since January 2018, Tre 
Marie makes its colombe and panettoni in a 
new plant in Vellezzo Bellini.

Tre Marie products are known for their craft-
made taste. “Seventy-two hours are needed 
to produce a panettone or a colomba,” 
explains Franco Ronconi, technical director 
at Galbusera. “Our technicians keep the 

craftsmanship of our products alive even if 
the process is highly automated We bake 
and package 1,800 colombe per hour and 
2,200 to 2,400 panettoni per hour."

Agile Robotics
When Galbusera transferred the production 
l ine from the Tre Marie headquarter 
in Milan to the new production site, a 
major renovation involved the leavened 
packaging process. Leaven is a substance, 
such as yeast or baking powder, that causes 
fermentation and expansion of dough or 
batter.

Livetech, a company providing engineering, 
consulting and production of packaging 
systems, proposed an innovative solution 
for the secondary packaging of panettoni 
and colombe a system based on an 
automatic wrapping line that forms a 
display tray, or couvette from a cardboard 
die-cut. The line includes three robots that 
place the packed products on the tray.

Federico Scornaienchi, area manager at 
Livetech, explains: “The display tray is a 
smart solution for the employees in stores 
(retailers), as they don’t have to extract the 
products from any closed box to expose 
themhe so-called couvette is therefore a 
plus for Galbusera when contracting with 
deliverers and an interesting marketing tool, 
because the product is immediately visible 
and accessible to the end user as soon as 
the tray is placed in the store.”

Furthermore, the secondary packaging 
process is more flexible than the previously 
used process, because a cardboard die-
cut forms different tray models, while the 
previous box has standardized dimensions. 
Also, it helps to save materials used for the 
secondary packaging, because additional 
background and cardboard internal dividers 
aren’t needed.

Common Software 
Environment
Robots have to load the tray not only with 
carton-packed products, but also flow-
packed products, which are conceived to 
be sold in outlets.

“Products in bags have to be picked and 
moved more delicately, because they are 
less protected than they are in a carton 
box, and we initially had some perplexities: 
could a robot deliver the same care as an 
operator’s hand?” Scornaienchi says. “Thanks 
to special gripping tools and advanced 
control configuration, the robots can offer 
delicate handling, preserving the product in 
both cases.”

Livetech designed a multiformat line to 
form, fill and close the trays. The first station 
comprises an automatic unit that loads and 
forms the die-cut cardboard. Three robotic 
islands are the core of the line. They take 
the products coming from the conveyor 
belt — which is connected to the primary 
packaging machine — and place them on 
the tray in the correct numbers. Different 
gripping tools are used depending on the 
package of the single product (case or bag).

When a format changeover is needed, 
robots rotate toward the operator, who 
can replace the gripping equipment. The 
tray then passes to a weighing station, 
where a cell verifies weight parameters. 
If the tray contains the right quantity of 
pieces, they move to the next robotic aisle, 
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where the robot puts glue to the edges 
of the cardboard die-cut and folds them, 
forming a containment perimeter.

Then another piece of cardboard is 
placed above to cover the products. The 
trays are stacked one on top of the other, 
up to a maximum of three, and move to 
the palletizing station.

The automation architecture is based on 
an Allen-Bradley CompactLogix 1769-
L36 programmable automation controller 
(PAC) from Rockwell Automation. This 
automation platform helped to minimize 
installation and start-up time in the 
Galbusera plant, because of a common 
software environment and an integrated 
axis control, which met the precision and 
speed requirements of the robotic islands.

Two Allen-Bradley Kinetix 5500 servo-
drives are connected to the controller, 
while four Allen-Bradley Kinetix single-
cable VPL servo-motors are connected 
to the servo-drives. An Allen-Bradley 
PowerFlex 525 variable-speed drive, an 

Allen-Bradley PanelView Plus7 graphic 
terminal and several Allen-Bradley POINT 
I/O modules complete the architecture.

High Quality, Automated 
Packaging
Galbusera now has a more automated 
secondary packaging process, without 
compromising the high quality for 
which its products are known. Ronconi 
points out that in Galbusera automation 
is adopted where it delivers the most 
value. “The secondary packaging of small 
batches is still manual,” he says, “and our 
operators have the possibility to control 
and supervise the line.”

The new automation platform also 
helped improve the flexibility of the 
secondary packaging line “We initially 
wanted to standardize the trays, but while 
developing the system, we changed our 
minds and chose a flexible solution that 
had to be able to adapt the bottom of 
the tray according to the quantity of the 
pieces to be contained.”

The CompactLogix PAC with integrated 
motion allows operators to perform 
quicker format changeovers and doesn’t 
require the plant to be stopped upstream.

Preser ving and handling products 
correctly throughout the process is a 
must for Galbuseraand it can be sure 
that consumers enjoy its colombe and 
panettoni in perfect condition. 
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Galbusera’s new solution for the secondary 
packaging of panettoni and colombe is a 
multiformat line to form, fill and close the 
display tray from a cardboard die-cut. The line 
includes three robots that delicately place the 
packed products on the tray
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Packaging for the Future

Automating the packaging process in a made-to-order 
world brings inherent challenges but with challenge 
comes opportunity for innovative OEMs and end users. 

Independent cart technology answers the call for a better way to 
manage the high-mix and agile packaging needs of the future

Consumer demand for different sizes, shapes and flavors has 
completely changed the way consumer packaged goods (CPG) 
brand owners and manufacturers produce and package their goods. 
The Amazon Effect – the ongoing evolution and disruption of the 
retail market – has an unquestionable impact on how retailers go to 
market. However, the underlying movement of changing consumer 
demands and expectations goes far beyond brick or click shopping 
habits. 

Manufacturers are equally pressured to produce and package high-
mix and low volume products as demand for specialization and 
variety packs continues to increase rapidly.

Lost revenue from lengthy changeovers
Imagine there are a dozen products running through the same 
packaging line. A product may run for a few days, then the hours-
long changeover process takes place, causing all work in progress to 
stop before the next product has its turn. This practice often means 
building up a month’s worth of inventory for each product because it 
could be that long before it gets time back on the line again.

Unfortunately, this scenario is too common in manufacturing plants 
around the world. Living with lengthy changeovers is something 
producers do, due to the given budget constraints and legacy 
systems. Through an army of delta robots, a variable pitch infeed 
and a couple of smart valves, most machines in operation today 
can expand pack sizes, from six to 12 to 24. It takes a while for the 
changeover, hurting productivity, but it is possible. 

With the Amazon Effect however, you may need a variety of flavours 
in each of those six, 12 or 24 packs. From here, things get manual, 
really fast. Leading CPG companies and local producers alike are 
finding themselves literally unpacking single product packs and 
manually repacking into rainbow packs. Spare a thought for the 
packaging waste and lost revenues. The already critical challenge 
of finding workers is compounded by needing even more manual 
labor. 

As OEMs, you have an opportunity to solve these challenges for your 

customers using efficient, agile and intelligent automated packaging 
solutions.

A smarter solution
Now is the time to take a stand against the need to unpack in order 
just to repack. You no longer need to modify and retrofit for each 
change in consumer behavior. There is a smarter way and it starts 
with thinking ahead, educating up front and being a business 
enabler – not just a packaging equipment manufacturer.

The answer is a modular, scalable 
linear motor system. Proven systems 
like independent cart technology 
( IC T )  are  smar t  a l ternat ive  to 
the  th roughput  and  phys ica l 
limitations of existing mechanics. 
The MagneMover Lite system from 
Rockwell Automation is helping 
higher-SKU operations be efficient 
by moving payloads faster in a 
more flexible way than traditional 
conveyors do today. 

This flexible system can now move heavier products and support 
larger-scale applications. It also reduces downtime because it allows 
for changeovers with the push of a button and no mechanical 
intervention.

The MagneMover Lite system features new wheeled cart options 
that give users five-times greater carrying capacity than sliding carts 
for heavier products. The single and tandem-wheeled carts can 
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'MagneMover 
LITE system uses 
independent carts 
to move payloads, 
now offers five-
times greater 
carrying capacity 
and supports larger 
applications.'
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carry payloads of up to 2.5kg and 10kg, respectively. This allows 
producers to scale up from one product size to another without the 
need for multiple machines to produce and package their product 
varieties. 

For larger scale applications: Using Ethernet-enabled motors and 
Ethernet-based node controllers to replace serial communications 
allows users in high volume industries to improve layout flexibility 
and run hundreds of carts per path, while requiring fewer node 
controllers. The MagneMover Lite system is ideal for larger 
applications using long paths with high switch and cart densities.

“Machine builders and manufacturers that have seen how this 
technology can reimagine manufacturing, assembly and packaging 
operations have been keen to do more with it. It supports bigger 
payloads and delivers even better performance. And it can scale 
applications up to previously unseen sizes,” said Neil Bentley, 
director of product line management, Rockwell Automation. 

Product tracking from process to packaging
For manufacturers moving closer to highly personalized options, 
the ability to individually track products from process applications 
through packaging is critical.

Imagine a scenario where a manufacturer offers online ordering 
of custom personal care or household goods. Whether regulatory 
requirements apply, the success of that initiative depends on the 
manufacturer’s ability to consistently deliver the correct product or 
product combination to the correct consumer.

Because ICT is based on establishing and maintaining carrier 
position at all times, it intrinsically creates a high-fidelity track-and-
trace record to ease the process. For products that must meet 
regulatory requirements, this functionality can also streamline 
validation and compliance.

Indeed, intrinsic track and trace capabilities also open new 
avenues of efficiency for industries that traditionally have not used 

automation. For example, what if a customer could select every 
ingredient for a rice bowl or noodle dish online, and then have the 
custom, packaged entrée delivered to their door?  It is happening 
today, with ICT. 

The future is here
Consumer demand for specialized products is on the rise. This is 
showing no sign of slowing down as the trend towards smaller 
households continues to spur the growth in single-serving 
offerings. In addition, a heightened demand for convenience has 
prompted the emergence of more multi-pack options. For OEMs, 
this trend means that your packaging needs to perform differently 
than ever before. 

The reality is that most packaging lines are simply not equipped 
for rapidly changing demand and producers are finding 
themselves in a highly manual conundrum of delivering in this 
mass customization environment without the proper automated 
packaging solutions to make it cost-effective.

Thankfully, technology has the answer. Independent cart 
technology can deliver the productivity and flexibility that today’s 
manufacturers are craving. The world continues to evolve and 
the future is here and now. This may seem daunting to producers 
with conveying systems that are struggling to keep with rapidly 
changing consumer demand but your OEM is here to help. A 
modular, scalable linear motor system can help your business and 
your customers, prepare for today and tomorrow.  



Consumer demand for personalized products and 
customized delivery is growing. To meet this need, 
manufacturers are looking for innovative ways to 

deliver mass customization of consumer packaged goods. 
Now is a good time to rethink your packaging machine 
design

Sara and her husband Antoine love peanuts for both snacking and 
baking. Sometimes they buy their own snacks in small packages 
during a quick run to 7-Eleven. Other times, they choose larger 
packages of various sizes for party bowls or for baking projects like 
cookies, peanut brittle, caramel peanut brownies and other treats 
for family and friends. They look for lower-salt or no salt options, they 
insist the packaging be environmentally friendly, and they sometimes 
order their peanuts online for next-day delivery.

This is just one of the thousands examples of mass customization 
where increasingly personalized products and customized delivery 
are the norm, moving from concept to reality. The convenience of 
online shopping means that consumers expect door-to-door delivery 
within a day or less. 

In addition, the trend towards smaller households has spurred the 
growth in single serving offerings while our love for variety has 
prompted the emergence of more multi-pack options. 

To keep up with this changing consumer demand, consumer 
packaged goods (CPG) manufacturers require highly productive and 
agile packaging equipment. For OEMs, the challenge is designing 
cost-effective machines that can meet new demands for flexibility 
across primary, secondary and tertiary applications.

Your OEM Can Help
In a margin-driven world where productivity and speed to market 
are critical, your OEM is a key contributor to enabling smart and 
flexible manufacturing success. 

Smart, flexible machines built with advanced technology can 
make it easier to shift between varying packaging sizes or even 
changeover to run entirely different products. The ultimate goal is 
multi-purpose equipment that can change between products, sizes 
and configurations at the push of a button, making your operations 
more agile and flexible. 

The reality is, most packaging lines are not equipped for rapidly 
changing demand. While legacy equipment on plant floors was 
typically designed for high-speed throughput, it faces significant 
obstacles when handling highly variable products. 

At the heart of the problem is the equipment’s ability to respond 

on the fly to a diverse product mix. These systems are designed to 
advance products through the line on a preconfigured path at a 
fixed speed. On a traditional packaging line, “pitch” – the spacing 
between products – is determined at the outset and based on 
“worst-case” scenarios. Pitch is limited by the longest dimension of 
product in the direction of travel, the largest packaging station and 
the maximum pitch achievable by the system.

Likewise, in a conventional system, it is not possible to vary the 
number of products handled at each station or the amount of 
time required for each operation. “Parallelism” – the synchronized 
movement of products through the line – is fixed and determined 
by system throughput requirements and the process that takes the 
longest to complete.

As a result, producers are finding themselves in a highly manual 
conundrum of delivering in this high-mix environment without the 
proper automated packaging solutions to make it cost-effective. 
This is where a machine builder can help you with the right solution 
to deliver the required flexibility and efficiency.

Advanced Packaging Technology
Linear Motor Independent Cart Technology (ICT) provides an 
advanced solution that provides infinitely greater flexibility 
and efficiency than traditional systems. ICT intelligently moves 
products as operations are completed and can bring a changeover 
downtime from hours to minutes, literally making changes with the 
push of a button.

How? Linear motors change 
the equation with magnetic 
d i re c t  d r i ve  p ro p u l s i o n  o f 
multiple product-carrying carts 
a long a  t rack .  They enable 
independent control of each 
cart using control software – 
and embedded sensors that 
continuously calculate car t 
position. Accelerations, decelerations, velocities and positions are 
programmable. Instead of traveling at a fixed speed, products  

APPLICATION  PROFILE

Made-to-Order Consumer Packaged 
Goods Made Easy
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'Ad va ncements in 
linear motors and 
I C T  b r i n g  a  n e w 
level of intelligence 
t o  p a c k a g i n g 
operations.'
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independently move from station to station as packaging operations 
are completed. Once the system starts running, it precisely adjusts 
speeds and distance as needed in the process. As such, line pitch 
and parallelism are variable and dynamically modified to manage 
traffic flow. 

Envision a packaging line that automatically adjusts pitch to 
accommodate first flat and then formed carton sizes. Or a system 
that seamlessly transitions from three-up box formation to four-up 
filling to eight-up loading – ICT makes this possible.

Changeover from one product or packaging format to another 
is programmable and managed from a recipe-driven operator 
interface. In addition, because ICT uses far fewer moving parts than 
conventional fixed conveyance systems, machine complexity and 
maintenance is kept to a minimum.

The end result is an extraordinarily efficient system that maximizes 
throughput, flexibility and uptime.

Another technology central to flexible manufacturing is robotics. 
Challenge traditional designs with more integrated, accurate and 
safe solutions from your supplier. A holistic solution that brings 
together robotics, equipment and automation control allows you to 
quickly reconfigure your machines for a variety of products. 

Advances in robotics engineering can also support flexibility 
with sensors and vision technologies that automatically adjust to 
accommodate new products. In fact, Codian Robotics is a Rockwell 
Automation Encompass Product Partner that produces delta robots 
of two (2), four (4) and five (5) axis designs. Their Robots are open 
controls architecture allowing you to harness the power of Logix 
and Kinetix to control the line and the robots, using a single control 
system.

4000 Configurations with the Push of a Button
Aagard – an OEM of custom automation equipment – developed 
an innovative customer solution to automate packaging of variety 
packs in various configurations. In fact, the customer required 
4000 configurations and these ranged from one to six flavors 
and 12 to 96 products per case. They required stand-up displays, 
divider sheets, tight floor space, fast changeover and high end 
line rates (100 cases per minute), it became clear that traditional 
packaging technology would not offer the agile solution the 
customer needed.

With the agility and ease of operation needed, an automated 
packaging solution built around iTRAK technology became a 
simple answer. iTRAK combines linear and rotary motion which 
simplified the solution by eliminating the requirement for dozens 
of delta robots over a conveyor that add up to thousands of 
components including rotary motors, gearboxes, grippers and 
other complexities.

“The key to success in this situation was to focus on the business 
need and evaluate available technology,” said Jason Norlien, vice 
president of technical sales at Aagard. “We created a solution built 
for future market demand and business growth.”

Rockwell Automation-controlled gantry robots will pick the 
product for staging, building the pattern needed for each carton. 
From there, iTRAK components adjust to accommodate the 
height, width and overall configuration of the pack and select the 
right-sized cardboard blank to fit the product. 

This is all done without tooling changes – only the single push 
of a button on the HMI. That same instruction from the HMI 
could also come from a supervisory or ecommerce system, 
demonstrating that as the Amazon Effect takes a deeper hold in 
CPG, custom orders can be easily accommodated without manual 
intervention.  
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Rockwell Automation Saves Costs, Simplifies Sizing with New Servo 
System

Allen-Bradley Kinetix 5100 servo drive can run without a 
controller to meet a range of performance needs

The growing consumer desire for more product variety and 
packaging sizes is creating a need for smaller, more flexible 
machines. To provide a more cost-effective option for OEMs 
building smaller machines, Rockwell Automation is introducing a 
new Kinetix 5100 servo drive, Kinetix TLP motor and cable that can 
function as a system without a controller.

The new Allen-Bradley Kinetix 5100 servo drive has multiple 
control modes available to support a wider range of high-speed, 
low-power motion control applications. The drive can be used 
with a Micro800 controller, a Logix controller or even by itself, 
allowing OEMs to choose how the product best functions in their 
applications.

“The Kinetix 5100 servo system works especially well for small- 
to mid-sized packaging machines that need cost-effective servo 
control,” said Simon Wong, product manager, Rockwell Automation. 
“Bundling the drive, motor and cable together creates more 
competitive system pricing. And the ability for OEMs to select the 

products based on a machine’s power ratings can save time and 
effort – and help them get to market faster. This approach and 
product portfolio positions Rockwell Automation to accelerate our 
growth in China and emerging markets.”

The Kinetix 5100 servo system can also help OEMs make customers 
more productive. With the explosion of SKUs, manufacturers are 
faced with multiple changeovers, which are often a manual process. 
Using the Kinetix 5100 servo drive, OEMs can create a motorized, or 
automated, system that can help speed up changeovers.

Additionally, with built-in safe torque off, users can remove motor 
torque without removing power from an entire machine, allowing 
a machine to restart faster after it has reached a safe state. Dual-port 
EtherNet/IP also supports device-level ring topologies.

The Kinetix 5100 servo drive provides an easy migration option for 
users of the Allen-Bradley Ultra 3000 digital servo drive. That system 
will soon be phased out in favor of the Kinetix 5100 servo drive.
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Terminal Block Relays for 
Hazardous Applications

The new Allen-Bradley Bulletin 700-HL Terminal Block 
Relays have been designed to meet the stringent 
requirements of hazardous location applications while 
maintaining the functionality of the existing 700-HL family 

of relays. These relays are available with hazardous location 
certification and offer 1-pole (6 A) and 2-pole (10 A) versions.

Designed to work in a variety of high-density isolation and 
interposing applications. The thin per-pole interface (6.2 mm 
wide) and quick connections help reduce installation costs and 
saves panel space. Optional leakage current suppression circuit 
design addresses nuisance coil turn-on or contact non-drop-out 
concerns for TRIAC controller outputs. The spring-clamp terminal 
base option is ideal for applications that are subject to vibration.

The new Bulletin 700-HL Terminal Block Relays provide standard 
status indicator, reverse polarity protection, and surge protection 
making them suitable for a variety of hazardous location 
applications. 
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Safety Relay with Improved 
Flexibility and Functionality 

The Guardmaster 440C-CR50ER Software Configurable 
Safety Relay is the latest addition to the Guardmaster 
family, supporting up to 45 dual channel input circuits and 

up to sixteen safety output zones. Featuring flexible configuration, 
the 440C-CR50ER allows you to re-engineer and rapidly integrate 
your application while saving the high costs of rewiring. The 
innovative safety logic editor reduces the effort to create safety 
functions and minimizes the wiring effort.

The Guardmaster 440C-CR50ER Safety Relay has an embedded 
dual EtherNet/IP port for direct diagnostic communications to PLC, 
PanelView or Micro800 controllers. It also optimizes panel space 
with 30 Safety I/O in a compact 155mm wide housing. It offers 
expansion by up to 24 standard I/O using front mounted plug-in 
slots that allow you to maintain the 110mm horizontal footprint 
and expand up to 64 Safety I/O with 130mm. Featuring Multiple 
Multipurpose Safety Terminals and four high current safety outputs 
– the Guardmaster 440C-CR50ER safety relay provides a flexible 
solution for applications requiring multiple safety zones. 

Part of the Connected Components Workbench bundle, the latest 
Guardmaster safety relay allows you to create, control and monitor 
your safety system in the same software environment as standard 
control. By leveraging the features of Connected Components 
Workbench software and the embedded communication 
capabilities of the Guardmaster 440C-CR50ER Safety Relay, users 
can monitor, troubleshoot and modify their applications quickly 
and easily for increased uptime. 

Bulletin 1492 Push-In Terminal 
Blocks 

 The Allen-Bradley Push-in Terminal Blocks improve wiring 
efficiency and connection reliability. They are available in a 
wide range of IEC block types that include innovative 

control power distribution blocks, as well as two-, three- and four-
circuit sensor blocks. 

The latest Bulletin 1492 Push-In Terminal Blocks reduce wiring 
time by at least 50 percent and eliminate pre/post-connection 
adjustment. In addition, these terminal blocks eliminate 
maintenance requirements for end users.

This innovative push-in connection technology offers dramatic 
time savings by creating wiring efficiency. The 1492 Push-In 
terminal blocks provide improved wiring accuracy and reliability 
insuring a quality connection that requires no double checking.

All wire types are approved including solid (direct insertion), ferrule 
(direct insertion) and stranded (press actuator to open clamp). 
Featuring plastic actuators for shock prevention, the Bulletin 1492 
Push-In Terminal Blocks enhance safety and productivity.

Bulletin 1492 Push-in terminal blocks offer panel builders, OEMs, 
and other high-volume users cost-savings—not only in the 
form of increased wiring speed, but also through eliminating 
connection adjustments and torque-checking of screws. They 
are available in a wide range of standard and application specific 
offerings, including a unique control power distribution terminal 
block.

Distributed I/O for Safety Systems 
The Al len-Bradley  Bul let in  1791DS and 1791ES 
CompactBlock Guard Safety I/O modules provide the 
advantages of distributed I/O for safety systems. These 

modules work with safety controllers that communicate on 
DeviceNet or EtherNet/IP networks using CIP Safety and supports 
Device Level Ring (DLR), Star, or Linear topologies.

Optimized to work with GuardPLC, GuardLogix, and SmartGuard 
controllers, the latest CompactBlock Guard I/O modules feature an 
easy snap-on installation. The single channel modules meet up to 
SIL 2 PLd, and dual channel up to SIL 3 PLe safety integrity levels. 
In addition, they are DIN rail mounted with removable terminal 
blocks for I/O and power.

Meeting a range of needs from machine and equipment to large 
process systems, the latest CompactBlock Guard I/O modules 
enable smarter machines for use in The Connected Enterprise.
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FactoryTalk Linx extends the reach of The Connected Enterprise

As devices are getting smarter, so is the software that moves 
that device data. Technology advancements in connectivity 
software have made accessing and transporting data easier 

than ever before. 

Formerly known as RSLinx Enterprise, FactoryTalk Linx is included 
with most FactoryTalk software and functions as the premier data 
server to deliver information from Allen-Bradley control products to 
the control system. While FactoryTalk Linx interfaces with PLC-5, SLC 
500 and Micro800 controllers, it is optimized to communicate with 
Logix 5000 controllers using EtherNet/IP. 

The latest version of FactoryTalk Linx with Windows 10 Compatibility 
has the ability to establish secure encrypted communications with 
FactoryTalk Policy Manager using CIP security. 

This gives the fastest data rates and capacity possible, while 
minimizing the impact on your automation networks and control 
system operation. FactoryTalk Linx delivers a solution from small 
applications running on a single computer with a single controller, 
to large distributed and even redundant data server configurations 
communicating with large automation systems.

Studio 5000 View Designer

 Studio 5000 View Designer is the design environment for 
the PanelView 5000 family of operator terminals. The 
integration of the PanelView 5000 with Studio 5000 View 

Designer helps you build modern applications more easily and 
improve operator per formance with an intuitive design 
environment.

In the latest software update, data can be logged from a PanelView 
5000 graphic terminal on a SD card directly from the panel for easier 
troubleshooting.  Historical data can be shown on a trend or can 
be exported to csv files for evaluation. In addition, View Designer 
projects can now be saved as a runtime file that can be copied to 
a USB flash drive or an SD card and inserted into the PanelView 
5000 terminal – allowing runtime file to be deployed directly at the 
terminal. 

Studio 5000 View Designer features scalable vector graphics with 

built in animations and behavior helping you to quickly create 
modern powerful screens with ease. It also has highly flexible 
animation configuration, providing a more efficient design without 
the need for complicated programmatic development.

With enhanced integration with Logix, View Designer provides the 
ability to automatically share tags, alarms, and other data to reduce 
engineering and design time. In addition, emulation capabilities 
allow you to test run a project in the designer without downloading 
to a physical device.

Additional usability features include the PDF Viewer which allows 
operators to quickly access documentation about the process 
or machine for operating procedures, troubleshooting and 
maintenance. Furthermore, a built in VNC server enables users to 
remotely monitor HMI screens or troubleshoot to improve uptime.

ArmorView Plus 7 On-Machine Graphic Terminal
 The new Allen-Bradley ArmorView Plus 7 graphic terminal 

from Rockwell Automation is a perfect solution for industrial 
producers that want to deploy machine-mounted HMIs. 

The fully enclosed graphic terminal is a pre-packaged solution that 
can be ordered with integrated I/O and push buttons. Users can 
save up to 20% in component and labor costs compared to do-it-
yourself solutions that need to be engineered and assembled in-
house.

Whether an on-machine, cabinet-free HMI is being deployed to 
save space on the shop floor or to help operators work better by 
having line of sight from the HMI to the machine, the ArmorView 
Plus 7 graphic terminal provides mounting options to meet 
users’ needs. It can be attached in a wide range of orientations to 
a swing arm, pedestal or fixed surface. And it uses Ethernet I/O 
communication to minimize wiring.

The graphic terminal itself consists of a 12.1-inch PanelView Plus 7 
Performance terminal (with FactoryTalk Machine Edition software 
installed) and enclosed in an IP66 rated cast-aluminum enclosure. 
This provides ingress protection against dust and high-volume 
pressurized water. 

The AmorView Plus 7 graphic terminal is available in several 
configurations, allowing 
push buttons and 
m u l t i - p o s i t i o n 
selector switches on 
the terminal to be 
customized to each 
user ’s  needs .  The 
ability to mount add-
on Allen-Bradley stack 
lights is also included.
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Communications between industrial control devices have 
minimal protection today. This leaves them vulnerable to 
threats like malicious tampering and incidental system 

changes that can stop production or injure workers. New solutions 
from Rockwell Automation deliver built-in security based on 
globally accepted security standards to protect control-level 
communications and overall system integrity.

“As the world’s leading company focused on combining industrial 
automation with digital technology, we’re uniquely positioned 
to help close security gaps in connected operations,” said Megan 
Samford, director of product security, Rockwell Automation. “Our 
new offerings with built-in security deliver the industry’s best 
available protection of control-level traffic. This can give users 
confidence that the integrity of their systems and their device-to-
device communications are protected from day one.”

The Allen-Bradley ControlLogix EtherNet/IP communication 
module is among the first industrial devices to use the CIP Security 
protocol from ODVA. The protocol helps make sure only authorized 
devices are connected in industrial operations. It also helps prevent 

tampering or interference with communications between those 
devices. CIP Security is the first industrial automation protocol to 
support transport layer security (TLS), the most proven security 
standard available.

The ControlLogix 1756-EN Ethernet Communications Module 
provides a full range of digital, diagnostic digital, analog, motion 
control, specialty I/O, and compute modules to meet a wide range 
of application requirements. Using the CIP Security Protocol, the 
latest ControlLogix modules offer 10M/100M/1Gigabit speeds and 
integrated motion with 256 position loops. It also has a SD card for 
firmware, configuration and fault logs.

Also, the newly enhanced Allen-Bradley ControlLogix 5580 
controller is the world’s first controller to be certified compliant 
with today’s most robust control system security standard, 
IEC 62443-4-2. The standard defines the technical security 
requirements for industrial automation and control system 
components. This certification builds on the 2018 certification of 
the Rockwell Automation Security Development Lifecycle (SDL) to 
the IEC 62443-4-1 standard.
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Distributed I/O for Hazardous Areas

The Allen-Bradley 1718 Ex I/O is the intrinsically safe 
distributed I/O platform built for Zone 1 hazardous areas, 
when placed in certified enclosures. The compact, chassis-

based I/O platform allows applications to connect to field devices 
directly via EtherNet/IP in Zone 0 and Zone 1, which improves 
efficiency and reduces the need for additional hardware and wiring. 

Tight integration with the Rockwell Automation Integrated 
Architecture allows for easy configuration. Power supply contained 
on the chassis provides maximum efficiency in small space.  
The 1718 Ex I/O is suitable for applications in industries such as 
Chemical, Food and Beverage, Process industries and more.

New Encoder Supports CIP Safety

Encoders can electronically monitor the position of a 
rotating shaft. They provide position control in 
packaging, robotics, pick and place, lead/ball screw, 

rotary table positioning and component insertion applications.

The latest addition to the Allen-Bradley Encoder family, the 
843ES CIP Safety Encoder, is the first encoder on the market 
that supports CIP Safety over EtherNet/IP. It is SIL 3/PLe capable 
and is a great solution to any application requiring raw position 
and velocity values as part of the safety task or where SIL 3/PLe 
is needed on an axis or load.

Features of the 843ES CIP Safety Encoder include a rugged IP67 
housing, standard 18 bit single-turn resolution (15 bits in safety 
resolution) and 1ms RPI in standard connections (6ms RPI in 
safety connection). Additional features to support Integrated 
A rc h i t e c t u re 
systems include 
Co n t ro l F l a s h 
software, Studio 
5000 Add On 
Profile (v31 and 
later) and two 
Ethernet ports 
to support DLR.

Strengthening Industrial Control System Security
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